Wednesday, April 3rd (Networking and Service Day)
Be sure to come early to pack in some additional networking, learning and to
participate in our 2019 Service Project! More details will be announced soon, but
here are the times you should note:

12:00pm – Riverwalk Boat Tours
Meet in the hotel Lobby at Noon to walk a few blocks down the Riverwalk to
take a boat tour. Tours are $20 per person and you can pay there. Also, we’ll be
close to The Alamo. You can take a tour, or at least get a picture…you know, so
you don’t forget it…

2:00-5:00pm Learning Lounge
The best way to get a head start; come to meet other attendees and take in as
many 30-minute talks as you can.

4:00-6:00pm
2019 NADR Service Project
We are still working out the details, and will announce our service activity within
the next few weeks!

7:00pm Meet n’ Greet (cash bar)
Let the reunion begin! This is a great time to meet new conference attendees
and catch up with old friends!

Thursday, April 4th
Registration Desk and Exhibit Hall are open 7am-5pm.
7:00-8:00 Networking Breakfast

8:00-8:30am Opening, President Phil Litteral

8:30-9:30am Using the A Section to Win
Chris O’Connor, Esq.
DDS and its consultants often make mistakes that would allow a case to be paid
but for the mistake. These mistakes range from misclassification of past work to a
phrase in a narrative portion of the MRFC that equals a listing. We call these "It’s
unfortunate we are here cases" because had DDS followed agency policy the
case would have been paid at initial application. Learn about what to look for
in this section to make your best appeal.

9:30-10:30am -The New Normal - Effective Arguments Based on the New
Medical Source Regulations
Sarah H. Bohr, Esq.
SSA has substantially revised its regulations addressing medical source evidence
and has abolished the treating physician rule, for all new claims filed on or after
March 27, 2017. This session will highlight these changes and include suggestions
for potential arguments to make to the ALJ and the Appeals Council based on
these recent regulatory changes.

11:00am-12:00pm Effective Social Security Disability Representation in Hearings;
A Former ALJ’s Perspective
Hon. David Hatfield
Learn what makes an effective representative in disability cases before the
Social Security Administration from a former Administrative Law Judge’s
perspective. The presentation will contain examples of good and bad
representation that he witnessed in his career, and will give specific practice tips
to enhance a representative’s success in this field of law. Judge Hatfield was a
favorite last year! Don’t miss it!

12:00-1:30pm Lunch

1:30-2:30pm VE Panel
Karen Starr, Silvio Reyes, Greg Cates and Gil Spruance
Each panelist will present a relevant vocational mini-topic and then facilitate a
Q&A. Topics will be announced soon!
3:00-4:00pm Winning Mental Impairment Claims in Light of the Revised Listings
Meredith Marcus, Esq
The 12.00 listings have changed within the last few years. Learn the new criteria
and how to best present a mental impairment case with these changes in mind.
4:30pm Annual Business Meeting
This meeting is open to all NADR members and will focus on the state of the
organization as well as any new business.
7:00pm Annual President’s Banquet
Get ready to boot, scoot and boogie…or at least boogie! Our annual banquet
will not disappoint. We will have an elegant dinner followed by entertainment by
the talented members of NADR!
11:00pm NADR Afterparty
The night owls can head down to Durty Nelly's (Hotel Bar)to start the night!

Friday, April 5th

7:30-8:30am – Gold Sponsor Breakfast

8:30-9:30am – SSA Update
Get familiar with the latest SSA policy updates and future plans. Speaker TBA.
9:30-10:30am – OHO Update
A lot has changed this year in OHOs around the country. Learn what we can
expect down the road!
11:00am-12:00pm Legislative Update: Talk Show Style
Jeanne Morin, NADR Public Policy Advisor
Scot Whitaker, Legislative Chair
Philip Litteral, NADR President
Eva Sirman, CAE
What is NADR doing to give members a voice in DC? Come to this interview with
our legislative leaders to learn what NADR is working on that may affect our
future.
12:00-1:30pm Lunch
1:30-2:30pm Breakout Session 1 – Choose One:
A. Formulating Hypotheticals and Understanding the Grids
Dr. Silvio Reyes
Properly formulating hypotheticals could shift the momentum of the case
in the favor of the claimant. Attendees will be educated on key terms to
be used in hypothetical development, proper formulation of a
hypothetical, and addressing the hypotheticals formed by the ALJ.
B. A Close Look at SSI Claims and Resources
James Redmond
Ever feel like you are in the dark in regard to specific rules and regulations
pertaining to resources for SSI eligibility? Would you like to gain insights into
SSI resource provisions so you can provide expert guidance to your
clients? This session will focus on relevant topics such as: Plans for

Achieving Self Support, Burial Fund Exclusions, Conditional Payments,
Secrets to Winning Overpayment Waiver Arguments Resulting from Excess
Resources, Uniform Gift to Minors Act, Exclusion of Trusts, Time Limits and
Spend Down Rules.
2:30-3:30pm Breakout Session 2 – Choose One:
A. Enhancing Critical Thinking Skills in Social Security Disability Claims
Melissa Smith, ADR
An interactive workshop where you will be challenged to look at specific
claims scenarios with critical thinking skills. It's easy in this business to get
lost in the rules and regulations and forget about applying simple logic to
client's cases. This presentation is a lot of fun and is a great way to meet
other attendees!
B. The Same Old Same Old
Karl Osterhout, Esq.
Did you know that even though the DOT has 12500 listed jobs, the
evidence shows that only 40 of them are regularly relied on by ALJs to
deny benefits based on RFCs for light and sedentary simple routine
repetitive jobs? This is powerful information. Karl Osterhout will show you a
way to attack EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM as an appropriate basis to
deny benefits. To be clear, your work starts AFTER you’ve attended this
presentation.

4:00- 5:30pm Roundtables
Bringing back a favorite, this session will give attendees the opportunity to
discuss current, relevant topics with other attendees.
5:30 – 6:30pm Sponsor Mixer (cash bar)
Door prizes! Come hang out with our sponsors, learn about what services they
can provide you and win some awesome prizes!

Saturday, April 6th
7:30-8:30 Breakfast
8:30-9:30am Enhancing Our Allowances by Using Both Appendixes of the DOT
Hon. Gerry Mariani
The presentation will consist of actual hearing examples of utilizing both
appendixes, the way federal courts have rules when confronting issues related
to them, and the actual theory behind the contents of both appendixes.
9:30 – 10:30am Ethics: Professor Robert Rains, Penn State Dickinson Law
This course will cover the Ethics requirement for EDPNA credit for 2019 (Topic will
be dictated by SSA/CPS)
10:30 – 11:30 Other EDPNA CEU Criteria (TBD – SSA Usually makes this
announcement in January)
Are you or someone you know planning on taking the EDPNA exam in 2019? This
year, we will offer a LIVE study session at the conference! The session will be
occurring the same time as the EDPNA courses (9:30-11:30am) and is free to
attend.

